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business English

level: upper-intermediate (B2)+

class: one-to-one

time: 60 min.

skills: writing, listening, speaking

m

Warm up
1. Show your students the pictures in worksheet 1, one by one, and let them guess what they
think your today’s topic is: ‘reviews’.
2. Begin the lesson with a little lead-in discussion: ‘Do you ever read reviews before you buy a
product? What product in particular? How important are they for your final decision?
What’s the last product you bought after reading some reviews? Do you ever write reviews?
Where and what about? Are you more likely to leave a review if you were very satisfied or
very unhappy about the product/service?’

My business
3. Ask your student to fill in the form in worksheet 1 about their company and their
experience with reviews. Have them comment on their answers, asking follow-up questions
(esp. ‘Do you respond to negative reviews?’).
How to deal with (negative) reviews
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4. Read a Yelp guide to responding to reviews. First, have a look at the article’s headings:
https://biz.yelp.com/support/responding_to_reviews
and predict what advice each of the heading is going to include. Then read the whole text
and compare.
5. Watch a video by Neil Patel, an online marketer from London:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=92&v=VJoFS5lBXg8
and ask: ‘Which of his advice do you like best? Are you going to use any of the tips you’ve
just read/seen for your business?’

I wasn’t satisfied
6. Fold worksheet 2 and read the review that Megan left. Your student is going to be the bar’s
manager and write a response. Which of the tips mentioned earlier are they going to use?
7. Compare what your student wrote to the real response in worksheet 2. ‘How different are
they? Do you like the way they responded? Do you think it’s a good idea to actually promote
their business in the response? And what do you think of the rating they give Megan at the
end?’
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8. The student says two phrases they can use while responding to a positive review and two
phrases to respond to a negative review.

Homework
9. Ask your student to pick two real reviews their business was given - one positive and one
negative - and write a response.
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Cooler
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